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Lead seal in the name of ´Abd Allāh as Emir of the Believers dated 131h  Tawf q Ibr h m

This unique lead seal with the title “emir of the believers”, dated 131h and the generic use of the name ‘Abd Allāh
could be of its time wise contemporary Marwān II (127132h), the last Umayyad ruler.Nevertheless, despite this

reasonable ‘could be’, its peculiar content could make one harbor some doubts as to this first facile attribution.

14.43 g.
31x25mm

“It is ordered by ‘Abd Allāh/ emir of the believers/ on year one/and thirty and a hundred.”

Outer rectangular legend:

“the dowry of ¿so & so? / four/ and twenty”

Central legend in three lines:
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In the beginning of the central legend the ‘mahr’, , (if read correctly) is defined as the dowry that the bridegroom
must pay the bride to make any marriage legal. It is not clear from the sentence if the “Abd Allāh emir of the
believers” is paying the bridegroom or the bride. But in all probability, and the legally correct, he is here seemingly
gifting the sum to the bridegroom (one with an undeciphered name) so he can offer his bride the dowry that would
make the said marriage legal. As to what the twentyfour mentioned in the central legend is? Reasonably it must be
dinars, gold coins, in view of the important titular position of the giver and the fact that a special seal had to be made
to deliver such a relatively important sum.On the reverse of this seal (fig 2) can be seen the two orifices for the string
or similar that would have sealed the bag or container with that probable monetary contents.

There is ample material evidence that the term ´Abd Allāh was used by some Umayyad rulers as a generic before
their actual given name, this can be attested from Mu´āwiya I onwards and it was specifically so used in that
manner, in front of his actual name, on the one known seal of Marwān II b.Muḥammad b.Marwān (12732/74450)
the last Umayyad ruler . That said, it is also of note that none of the rulers seem to have ever used it singularly as a
substitute of their actual name.

So just speculating that it may not be referring to the embattled Marwān II, then of whom could it possibly be? The
obvious contemporary choice would be Abū al´Abbās Al Saffāḥ, the first Abbasside ruler, whose actual given
name was in fact ´Abd Allāh. But this does not seem to tally at well with the title “emir of the believers” as the date of
his proclamation, in Kūfa, was on the 12 Rabī´II of 132h, that is in the year after the 131h of the present seal. It is
improbable that he would have assumed the supreme title of “emir of the believers” before his proclamation in Kūfa?
Or is it not? He could easily have been claiming or pretending to the title before the proclamation, as any pretender
to the title would.

So back to square one, so whether ´Abd Allāh is a generic of assumed modesty, replacing his name, used by
Marwān II or the actual name of his ruthless successor Abū al´Abbās Al Saffāh, founder of a new dynasty, the
question still remains as to who was the important personage, of an undeciphered name, whose mahr, , was
gifted by no less than the then “emir of the believers”?
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